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On Mathematical Modeling of Pattern of
Occurrence of Various Constitutional Components
of Language
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Abstract—Despite the apparent freedom to express our views,
substantial extent of written and spoken texts of natural languages generally have consistencies for the pattern of its various
components i.e. they tend to obey some simple regulations which
can be, by analyzing the texts, transmogrified in the form
of mathematical models and equations to put in a theoretical
framework. Present paper is an attempt to present an account
for the applications of different mathematical models employed
for modeling the pattern of occurrence of diverse constitutional
components of natural languages.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

H

UMAN language is a remarkable communication system
which may be generally divided into two parts: the
lexicon and grammar. Lexicon corresponds to the list of words,
list of parts of words and of phrases with their associated
meanings (which are used to form any sentence) and the
grammar relates to the rules to unite different lexicon items
into correct sentences and more complex phrases. If we look
back into the history for path breaking researches in the field
of linguistics then we come across the work of Harris [1],
who presented the procedure for analyzing linguistic data
depending on two steps: identification of phonological and
morphological elements and description of the distribution of
the elements relative to each other and of Noam Chomsky
[2] , who in his book entitled “Syntactic Structures” has
attempted for scientific theory-construction and presentation
of comprehensive theory of language which according to the
experts is considered identical to the theories of biological and
chemical systems.
Similar to natural sciences, in language study also, different
kinds of quantitative data can be collected and is required for
example: in comparison of theoretical and observed data to
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present theory of language, in determination of the performance of different teaching methods by linguistic teachers, in
study the pattern of texts in stylistics. Linguistics is the study
of a language scientifically, and the discipline related to applications of mathematical tools and techniques for the scientific
study of a language is known as Mathematical Linguistics.
It includes work at every level of linguistic structure. The
applications of mathematical techniques to language has been
attempted by Lambek ([3]-[6]) ; Harris[7]; Jakobson (Ed.)[8].
As stated by Bolshakov and Gelbukh [9] “in the broader view,
mathematical linguistics is the intersection between linguistics
and mathematics, i.e., the part of mathematics that takes
linguistic phenomena and the relationships between them as
the objects of its possible applications and interpretations”.
“In Mathematical Linguistics, the objects of interest are the
collection of words in a language, the collection of sentences,
the collection of meanings etc.”, as mentioned by Kornai ([10]:
page 10). In statistical or quantitative linguistics, language
is studied by the process of determining the frequencies
of various structures in different texts. Altmann [11] has
mentioned that in Quantitative linguistics, researcher tries
to find a law in language as likely a physicist tries to do
in the nature. The function of quantitative linguistics is the
determination and formulation of the laws which explicate the
observed and described facts of language(s). It supplies the
techniques of making conclusion in text processing on the base
of previously collected statistics. Meyer [12] has mentioned
that “Quantitative Linguistics is concerned with accounting for
quantifiable and measurable linguistic phenomena in terms of
mathematical models such as curves, probability distributions,
time series and the like”.
According to Köhler and Altmann ([13], p.12) “Quantitative
Linguistics studies the multitude of quantitative properties
which are essential for the description and understanding of
the development and the functioning of linguistic systems and
their components”. They have also mentioned in page 13 that
the “properties of linguistic elements and their interrelations
abide by universal laws, which can be formulated in strict
mathematical way - in analogy to the laws of the wellknown natural sciences”; according to them once a language
or text has been viewed from quantitative point of view,
the features and interrelations can be determined “which can
be expressed only by numbers or rankings . . . .”. Within the
field of quantitative linguistics, languages can be viewed as
structures which are subjected to the evolutionary methods in
similar to biological organisms etc. Wilson [14] pointed out
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that “the main task of quantitative linguistics is to attempt to
explain, and express as general language laws, the underlying
regularities of linguistic structure and usage”. According to
Manning and Schütze ([15], p. 5): “we can learn the complicated and extensive structure of language by specifying an
appropriate general language model, and then inducing the values of parameters by applying statistical, pattern recognition,
and machine learning methods to a large amount of language
use”.
For the purpose of formulation of pattern of occurrence
of various linguistic components by different models and
distributions, first there should be a source text and the data
for the desired pattern can be accumulated from the text. A
body of text is known as corpus and several such collections
of texts form corpora. When we have a part of a text or a
corpus, it can be analyzed quantitatively. For example, in the
case of the text mentioned in the appendix, the text has lots
of quantitative information in it as: in the text we have 106
word tokens, 78 word forms/types, 66 words occurring once,
07 words occurring twice; the text has 432 letters of English
language alphabet with the letter ‘a’ occurring 33 times and
so on. There is one 1-length word, 22 2-length words, 26 3length words and so on if the length is measured in terms
of the number of letters contained in the word etc. Different
forms of quantitative linguistic data has been mentioned in the
book by Butler[16].
A mathematical model is a depiction and explanation of any
system with the help of mathematical concepts and language.
A model can be useful in determining predictions about behaviour of a system, in determination of the effects of different
components and explication of the system. Linguistic Models
stand for patterns to illustrate a language and its various
aspects (phonology, grammar, lexicon) in order to explain
more accurately linguistic concepts and their relationships.
Mathematical models in linguistics have been applied in different Natural language processing tasks for example the vector
space model is used in information retrieval, Markov model
used is parts-of-speech tagging (for a survey, we can cite the
book of Manning & Schütze [15]) and for the formulation of
pattern of different linguistic components in terms of different
equations.
As the properties of languages are stochastic, quantification
and probabilistic models play a vital role in their formulation.
In the present paper, we have reviewed various mathematical
models used for modeling the pattern of occurrence of different fundamental components of natural languages.
The ensuing section of the paper discusses the modeling
of pattern of components by introducing a new factor ‘rank’
to the components. In this case the components are arranged
in descending order of the values, to obtain a rank/frequency
profile, and then the types of components in the frequency list
are replaced with their frequency-based ranks, by assigning
rank 1 to the most frequent type, rank 2 to the second
most frequent etc. In the section III, various models for the
formulation of occurrence of components directly from the
components’ statistics have been presented.
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II. R ANK F REQUENCY A PPROACH
Altman [17] has mentioned that: “Zipf’s idea is the foundation stone of modern Quantitative linguistics”, “His influence is not only restricted to linguistics but also incessantly
penetrates other sciences”. Zipf[18] has ranked words with
respect to their frequency of occurrence in order to find a
relation between the frequency of occurrence of a word and
its rank. Under the title of Zipf’s laws in the introductory
chapter, Manning and Schütze [15] have mentioned that the
rule applicable to counting of words of a language in a large
corpus can be stated as: ‘if the frequency of occurrence of
word (type) is ranked in descending order of frequency, then
1
(1)
r
where f is the frequency of word of rth rank1 ’. The
generalization of this rule has been given again by him in
the form:
a
(2)
f= b
r
where a and b are parameters of text and b is close to unity.
Thus if the logarithm is taken of equation (2) both sides,
Zipf’s law predicts that rank/frequency profiles will appear
as straight lines in double logarithmic space i.e., it describes
log(frequency) as a function of log(rank). The authors ([15])
have also introduced the fact that Zipf’s formula has been
modified by Mandelbrot [19] to specify the rank frequency
distribution for word’s frequencies in the form:
a
f=
(3)
(r + c)b
f∝

where a, b and c are parameters. Later on the Zipf’s law
was tested for various languages by researchers, for example
Hatzigeorgiu et al [20] in the case of Greek language, for
common words and common lemmas, have utilized the Zipf
law; Ha et al [21] applied it for ‘English’ and ‘Mandarin’ and
Mikros et al [22] for Modern Greek. Köhler [23] determined
the fact that for Hungarian text, the rank frequency distribution
of words verifies the Zipf-Mandelbrot law. For the application
of Zipf law and for the determination of Mandelbrot constants
in the case of Turkish language, the work of Dalkiliç and Çebi
[24] can be cited who have used large scale Turkish corpus
for the purpose. Tuzzi et al [25] have tested the validity of
Zipf’s law in Italian texts by analyzing a corpus compiled by
the end of year addresses delivered in the period 1949-2008
by ten presidents of Italian Republic. They have concluded
that the Zipf’s law is an adequate model and the corpus
has a unique style and they have also found a position for
each president on the synthetism/ analytism scale. Situngkir
[26] reported the statistical observation of Zipf’s law and
Zipf Mandelbrot law to different human languages by using
biblical texts, translated into many languages and observed
the statistical properties of each language. The researcher
pointed out that “statistical differences are discovered between
English and widely used national and several ethnic languages
1 In the entire article almost all symbols connected to f and F are
corresponding to frequencies or normalized frequencies and symbols related
to P and p correspond to probabilities except or otherwise defined in a separate
form.
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in Indonesia”. By selecting four languages to represent IndoAryan and Dravidian families of languages: Hindi and Marathi
representing Indo-Aryan and Kanada and Telugu representing
Dravidian, Jayaram and Vidya[27] have applied the Zipfian
approach and used the right-truncated zeta distribution of the
form
1
Px = a
(4)
x T
x =1, 2. . . ....R, R is the truncation parameter at the right
hand side of distribution ∑
and T is the normalizing constant
R
−a
and its value is T =
. For the purpose the
j=1 j
researchers have collected the data under five main categories:
‘aesthetics’, ‘commerce’, ‘natural physical and professional
sciences’, ‘official and media languages’ and ‘social sciences’.
They concluded that all texts from each language and each
genre follow the right-truncated zeta distribution except for
one text in the category of Telugu-Commerce.
The rank frequency approach was also applied to different
components, other than words of language and the formulation
of the frequency with the help of rank has been given by
various equations. In the context we can cite the works
of Sigurd [28] for suggesting a geometric series equation
for the distribution of phoneme frequencies (‘phoneme, in
linguistics, smallest unit of speech distinguishing one word (or
word element) from another’2 ) and of Good[29] for offering
equation to describe the ranked distribution of phoneme and
grapheme frequencies(‘grapheme is the smallest semantically
distinguishing unit in a written language, analogous to the
phonemes of spoken languages’3 ). As cited in the book by
Popescu et al ([30], p.128),
Px = pq x−1

(5)

x=1,2.........., represents the one displaced geometric distribution used by Sigurd [28]; and Good[29] has suggested equation
to describe the ranked distribution of phoneme and grapheme
frequency in the form
n

f=

1∑1
n i=r i

(6)

where n is the number of symbols.
Gusein-Zade [31] has given a model relating to the ranked
frequency series of the letters in a language in the form:
1
Fr = (log(n + 1) − log r)
(7)
n
where n is total number of letters in the language alphabet. The
researcher has shown that “the frequency distribution of the
letters in the Russian language fits this model”. Borodovsky
and Gusein-Zade [32] have also suggested the equation (7) in
the case of codon frequencies for total n symbols.
By taking two languages English and Mandarin, Ha et al
[21] tested the Zipf law for single words and for n-gram
word phrases and have investigated that in the case of single
words, the law is applicable for high frequency words and if
n-gram phrases and single words are merged together in one
list and arranged according to the frequencies then the joint
2 From
3 From

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/457241/phoneme
Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grapheme
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list follows Zipf’s law for both languages. This application
of Zipf’s law for the combined data corresponding to single
words and n-gram phrases has been mentioned by them as
extended form of Zipf law. For the two languages: English and
Chinese, Ha et al [33] concluded that in case the single word
unigram distributions is taken, deviation occurs from Zipf law
and when the frequency distribution of words is united with
the distribution of 2-grams, 3-grams, 4-grams and 5-grams,
the joint Zipf curve follows the Zipf law for all ranks and
frequencies in cases of both the languages. They have also
checked the nature of Zipf curve for Chinese syllables and
English 2-byte and 3-byte substrings by taking n-grams and
concluded that this ‘extended form of Zipf’s law also holds
for the syllables of Chinese (as well as for 2-byte and 3byte word fragments in English), even though the distribution
of syllable unigrams is very different from the distribution
for words’.Dalkiliç and Çebi [24] have tested the Zipf law
for the monogram, bigram, trigram, tetragram and pentagram
graphs for Turkish corpora and in the case of Turkish word
frequencies they have concluded that Turkish satisfies Zipf
Mandelbrot law.
Grzybek and Kelih [34] have conferred theoretical model
for grapheme frequencies in the case of Slavic alphabets and
the negative hypergeometric distribution (NHGD) has been
recommended as an adequate model. For the rank frequency
distribution of grapheme frequencies, they have used the
NHDG in 1-displaced form which can be expressed in the
form:
(
)(
)
M +x−2
K −M +n−x
x−1
n−x+1
(
)
(8)
Px =
K +n−1
n
K, M are parameters of a text , x is the rank, Px is frequency
of grapheme of rank x and n represents the total number
of graphemes of Slavic alphabets. Zipf’s approach has been
applied for the letters instead of words by Eftekhari [35].
The researcher has defined two new terms ‘Zipf’s order’ and
‘Zipf’s dimension’ for letters by using English language texts.
The order of letters formed by their arrangement in accordance
with their frequencies of occurrence (ascending order) has
been taken as the Zipf’s order. For the text ‘Hamlet’ the Zipf’s
order mentioned by the researcher is ‘j z x q v k b p g f c w y
m u d l r n h s i a o t e’ and the corresponding numerical value
of Zipf’s order (i) for these letters are taken numbers from 1
to 26 respectively. The researcher has applied the power law
Pi ∼

1
ia

(9)

with the value of the exponent a close to unity, for the relation
between the Zipf’s order ‘i ’ and corresponding frequency of
occurrence ‘Pi ’ of a letter. The exponent a has been defined
as the Zipf’s dimension and the researcher proposed it for
the relative study of texts besides the fractal dimension; as
mentioned in the paper, the fractal dimension is obtained by
sorting the letters in the alphabetical order and then application
of power law relation between order and frequencies.
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Tambovtsev and Martindale [36] promulgated that in the
case of phoneme frequencies, Yule equation
a
(10)
f = b cr
r
where a , b, c are parameters, fits the distribution superiorly
than any other distributions like Zipf, Good etc. Martindale
et al [37] have compared rank frequency distributions of
graphemes and phonemes by inspection of 32 text corpora
from 18 languages. They have shown that letter and phoneme
frequencies both are well explained by equation, first developed by Yule and the equation determined by Borodovsky
and Gusein-Zade. These two equations have already been
discussed above [equation (7) & equation (10)]. Macutek [38]
has applied a discrete distribution, which is a generalization
of the right truncated geometric distribution to model the
frequencies of graphemes for the languages: Russian, Slovak,
Slovene and Ukrainian in the form:
(
)
a
x−1
Px = cp
1+
(11)
n−x+1
x = 1, 2 ...... n, with parameters p ≥ 0 & a ≥ −1 and c is
normalizing factor. The researcher has also applied the adapted
probability distribution {Qx }, for modeling frequencies with
the help of corresponding ranks of graphemes in Tamil, of the
form:
{
Q1 = 1 − α(1 − P1 )
(12)
Qx = αPx , x = 2, 3, .......n

where 0 < α < (1 − P1 )−1 and {Px } according to the researcher is the distribution defined by above equation (11). We
[39] in our earlier studies have modified the Zipf Mandelbrot
law and have determined the rank-frequency model in the form
of following equation for the frequencies of occurrence of
graphemes of English language alphabet in various texts
Fr = a(r2 + kr r + c)−b

(13)

where Fr is the frequency corresponding to rank r; a, b ,c
are parameters and the parameter kr takes different values in
different layers of rank r. In another work we ([40]) have
applied the rank frequency approach to discuss the mode of
occurrence of letters in texts and in the first position of the
words of texts for Hindi texts, by using their Zipf’s orders,
rank frequency profile and model for their rank and frequency.
For the frequencies of various letters in different texts and in
initial positions of words of texts it has been concluded that
frequencies of letters in a text as well as in combination of
several texts follow Yule distribution given by equation (10)
and in the case of their frequencies for word’s initials, the
frequencies can be more properly expressed by a distribution
of kind:
a
Fr =
cr
(14)
(r − δ)b
where δ is either zero or has a value between zero and one,
and a , b and c are parameters. By using Zipf’s order of letters
and words’ initials, we have concluded that ‘к , t , n , m , r
, s ,h are seven most frequent letters of Hindi language’ and
‘к , p ,m , s , h are five most frequent word’s initials’ for
the words of different texts.
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Li et al [41] tested the performance of several regression
models on the log-frequency-log-rank scale for numerous
ranked linguistic data, such as: ranked letter distribution,
ranked inter-word spacing distribution and ranked word frequency distribution for the normalized frequencies from the
‘Mody-Dick’ English text of the author H. Melville’s. They
have applied Gusein-Zade equation, expressed as (7) in the
present paper, Weibull equation:
))a
( (
n+1
(15)
p(r) = C log
r
power-law equation, expressed previously as equation (2),
Exponential equation:
p(r) = Ce−ar
Beta equation:

(16)
b

(n + 1 − r)
ra
Yule equation, expressed previously as (10)
Altmann equation:
p(r) = C

(17)

p(r) = Crb e− r
a

(18)

and Mandelbrot equation, expressed previously as (3).
They have concluded that Beta function is appropriate for
the ranked frequency data for letters while Yule function fits
the ranked distribution for word spacing and for the word
ranked frequency distribution. Considering ‘Mody-Dick’ text
for English and ‘Don Quijo’ text for Spanish, they have
concluded that Altmann, Beta, Yule functions are better than
the Zipf’s power law, expressed by equation (2).
For ranked letter frequency distributions, Li and Miramontes
[42] have examined the statistical model choice by utilizing
ten functions for English and Spanish. In case of English
they have used US Presidential Inaugural Speech texts for
the 44 presidents (in the last 1-2 centuries) and for Spanish, 19 Mexican presidents’ addresses to congress (Informes
Presidenciales) from 1914 to 2006. The ten functions utilized by them were Gusein-Zade, power-law, exponential,
logarithmic, Weibull, quadratic logarithmic, Yule, MenzerathAltmann/Inverse-Gamma, Cocho/Beta and Frappat. Equations
for functions, other than logarithmic, quadratic logarithmic,
Inverse gamma and Frappat have already been discussed above
in this section while the formulae for these four functions as
used by the researchers (for the normalized frequency f )are:
Logarithmic:
f = C − a log(r)
(19)
Quadratic logarithmic:
f = C − a log(r) − b (log(r))
Menzerath-Altmann/Inverse-Gamma :
b
e− /r
f =C a
r
Frappat :
f = C + br + ce−ar

2

(20)

(21)
(22)

The Menzerath-Altmann/Inverse-Gamma equation (21) is
same as of equation (18) for resetting the parameters.
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We ([43]) have pointed out the fact that for Hindi language
corpora the law corresponding to the rank frequency distribution of words is the Zipf-Mandelbrot-law, given by equation
(3) in present paper. We have further investigated that the
proper model for the determination of frequencies with the
help of ranks, in case if only two parameters are taken into
account, is:
1
(23)
Fr =
p + qr
for the appropriate choice of the parameters p and q.
Besides various rank frequency models and distributions
diverse mathematical relations have also been applied and
defined by researchers for governing frequencies and probabilities of different components of language(s). The next
section 3 discusses several models and equations used for
the formulation of the probabilities and frequencies of various components in different texts directly with the help of
components’ statistics without considering their ranks.
III. M ATHEMATICAL M ODELS WITH THE H ELP OF
C OMPONENTS ’ S TATISTICS
Pruscha [44] has given the relation between the length of a
text and its vocabulary with the help of parametric non-linear
regression method. In order to determine the relation between
the length x and the vocabulary y of texts, the researcher has
applied the residual sum of squares to compute the goodness
of fit and has tested the fitting results of the models obtained
as the solutions of the following differential equations:
α
(24)
y′ = γ
y
y

y ′ = αe− γ

(25)

y ′ = α − γy

(26)

y ′ = αy − γy 2

(27)

The solutions of these differential equations shall have
‘three-parameter-models’ with a parameter c of integration and
‘two-parameter-models’ without integration parameter.
It has been shown by the researcher that the relationship
y = Axb with b ∼ 0.5 executes well.
Manning and Schütze [15] in the chapter ‘Topics in information retrieval’ have emphasized that by characterization of
a word for retrieval one must understand that a model for
the distribution of a word be developed and then it should
be used. They have discussed the applications of the Poisson
distribution, two-poisson model and Katz’s K mixture in the
form of following equations:
Poisson distribution:
p(k; λi ) = e

k
−λi λi

(28)
k!
parameter λi has been taken as the average number of occurrence of word wi per document.
The two-Poisson model (equation (29)): According to the
authors, the assumption of the model is that there are two
classes of documents related with a term where one class is
corresponding to the documents in which the term has high
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average number of occurrences (mentioned as the privileged
class) and the another one is for the low average number of
occurrences (non-privileged class).
p(k; π, λ1 , λ2 ) = πe−λ1

λk
λk1
+ (1 − π)e−λ2 2
k!
k!

(29)

Where λ1 and λ2 have been taken as the average number
of occurrence of word in the privileged and non-privileged
classes, respectively. π was defined by them as the probability
of a document being in the privileged class and similarly (1 −
π) , the probability of a document being in the non-privileged
class.
The K mixture:
(
)k
α
β
pi (k) = (1 − α)δk,0 +
(30)
β+1 β+1
{
δk,0 = 1 iff k = 0
and the parameters α and β
where
δk,0 = 0, otherwise
can be determined by observed mean and with the help of
document frequency (number of documents in the collection
of documents in which the word wi occurs).
In above three expressions, p(k) is the proportion of times
that a particular word wi appears k times in a document.
By using the Kolmogorov criterion, Guilpin and Guilpin
[45], have verified the hypothesis of a uniform law for the
occurrence of a particular word at different positions in a
text for the Greek text. Aoyama and Constable [46] have
showed that the relation between the mean number of syllables
per word and the number of sequences of words totaling a
given number of syllable (n, n = 1, 2, 3 . . .)is dependent on
the geometric frequency of word length totals. Sigurd et al
[47] have studied data from English, Swedish and German
to discover a theoretical distribution corresponding to word
length and frequency. They have expressed the word length
frequency distribution in the form
fexp = aLb cL

(31)

where a, b and c are parameters and fexp , according to
them, is the predicted word frequency on the basis of word
length in letters (L). Lupsa and Lupsa[48] have generated the
parameterized function illustrating the relation between the
length of words and the absolute frequency of the words (i.e.
the number of different words for each probable word length)
in the form of following equation (32) by taking diverse basic
word forms that are found as entries in the dictionary (or
language vocabulary):
x

LV (x; c, k, θ) = cxk e− θ

(32)

where k, θ and c are parameters determined experimentally and
in a language vocabulary LV (x; c, k, θ) is the law that depicts
the absolute frequency of dictionary form of words with x
length by selecting the experimental data for the Romanian and
English languages. They have also concluded that the relation
(mentioned in the form of equation (32)) also approximates
the frequency of different word lengths in a corpus. Pande and
Dhami [49], by using Zipf’s order approach, have determined
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that the parametric relation for the relative frequencies of
words of different lengths in texts is of the form:
√
{
f = A(1 + B l √
+ Ce−l )b
(33)
f = 0, if 1 + B l + Ce−l < 0
where f is frequency of words of length l. It has also been
concluded that words of length 2 to length 6 are words of
highest Zipf’s orders in different texts and the frequencies of
words of these lengths and their total frequency in different
texts vary with the text length N according to the power law
relation:
f requency = pN q
(34)
where p and q are parameters and the parameter q takes value
nearly equal to 1.
Another approach to study the length and frequency is
depends on the consideration of the proportionality between
two consecutive classes in the form Px = g(x)Px−1 , where
Px and Px−1 are the probabilities of occurrence of elements
with the values of element x and x − 1 respectively. For
example: Best [50] has determined the frequencies for the
different lengths of rhythmic units and has investigated the
1-displaced Hyperpoisson distribution of the form:
x−1

Px =

a
b(x−1) 1 F1 (1; a; b)

(35)

x =1, 2, 3. . . ...., for the relation between length of rhythmic
units and corresponding frequencies in short prose of German
language, where Px is the theoretical probability of occurrence
corresponding to the length of rhythmic unit x. The value of
x has been selected by the researcher 1 if a stressed syllable
follows another stresses syllable; x = 2 when one stressed
syllable between two stresses and so on. The relevance of the
hyper Poisson distribution for word length frequencies can be
seen in the works of Best [51] for Old Icelandic songs and
prose texts, Röttger [52] for Ciceronian letters, Dittrich [53]
for German letters; Rottmann [54] for word length data from
Old Church Slavonic and of Wilson [14] for present-day lower
Sorbian newspaper texts.
In the case of modern Welsh prose texts; Wilson [55] has
expressed the relation for the frequency corresponding to a
particular word length as:
1-displaced Singh-Poisson distribution in the form
{
1 − α + αe−a , x = 1
(36)
Px =
αa x−1 e−a
x = 2, 3, 4........
(x−1)! ,
where x is the number of syllables in the word and Px the
expected probability of words with x syllables in the text.
Antić et al [56], for the word length frequency distribution
in several Slovenian texts have also used the Singh-Poisson
distribution. The Singh-Poisson distribution has previously
also been utilized by Frischen [57] and Barbaro [58] for Jane
Austen’s letters and Italian Letters respectively. Different models applied for the word length can be found in Grzybek [59].
The author has presented the results of various distributions for
the word length data of different languages, used by various
researchers. Important distributions discussed by the author
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are given in the form of following equations (equation (37) to
equation (44)):
1-displaced Conway-Maxwell-Poisson distribution:
a x−1
(x − 1)!b T1
∑∞ a j

Px =

(37)

x = 1, 2, 3...... and T1 = j=1 (j!)b
1-displaced Poisson distribution:

λi−1
(i − 1)!

(38)

e−λ λi−2
e−λ λi−1
+α
(i − 1)!
(i − 2)!

(39)

pi = e−λ

i=1,2,3......
(1-Displaced) Dacey-Poisson Distribution:
pi = (1 − α)

, i=1,2,3....
3-Parameter Fucks-Distribution:

p1 = e−λ (1 − α)






p2 = e−λ [(1 − α)λ + (α − β)]



]
[


 pi = e−λ (1 − α) λi−1 + (α − β) λi−2 + β λi−3
(i−1)!
(i−2)!
(i−3)!

i≥3
(40)

a− displaced form of negative binomial distribution:
)
(
k + x−a − 1
pk q x−a
(41)
f (x; k; p) =
x −a

where q = 1 − p.
Buk and Rovenchak[60] have also used the one displace
form of negative binomial distribution for the dependence of
the number of sentences versus the number of constituting
clauses.
1-displaced form of Poisson-uniform distribution:
(
j−1
∑x
1
1 −1)
e−(λ1 −1) j=1 (λ(j−1)!
Px = λ2 −λ
1
)
(42)
j−1
∑x
2 −1)
−e−(λ2 −1) j=1 (λ(j−1)!

Kromer [61] has also obtained word length distribution
based on Poisson-uniform distribution for German text by
testing it in 10 newspaper texts.
Generalised Poisson distribution:
{
P0 = e−a
x−1 −(a+bx)
(43)
, x = 1, 2, 3..........
Px = a(a+bx) x! e
and Hyper-Poisson distribution in one displaced form:
Px =

a x−1
(x−1)
1 F1 (1; b; a)b

(44)

x=1,2...... where 1 F1 is the confluent hypergeometric
∑∞ a j function
and
F
(1;
b;
a)
=
1 1
j=0 b(j)
b(0) = 1
b(j) = b(b + 1)(b + 2).......(b + j − 1)
Jayaram and Vidya [62] have investigated patterns of five
Indian languages namely Assamese, Bengali, Hindi, Marathi
Kannada and Tamil from the categories: ‘Aesthetics’, ‘Commerce’, ‘Natural, Physical & Professional Sciences’, ‘Official
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and Media Languages’, ‘Social Sciences’and ‘Translated Material’ with respect to word length distribution. They have
determined that across categories there is a single distributionwhich fits in majority of samples: in the case of Hindi 1 displaced extended positive binomial, in Kannada positive Cohen
Poisson, and in Marathi and Tamil Dacey-negative binomial
and for Assamese language, according to them Dacey-Poisson
fits samples from two categories, Decay-negative binomial fits
for two other categories and Extended positive binomial fits
samples from the categories of official and media languages.
The formulae used by them for the extended positive binomial,
Cohen-Poisson, and Dacey negative binomial distribution are
respectively as mentioned in following equations:

x=1
 (
) 1−α
n
Px =
px−1 q n−x+1
, x = 2, 3........, n + 1
 α
1−q n
x−1
(45)
{
(1−α)a
x
=
1
a
e −1−αa
(46)
Px =
ax
x = 2, 3, 4........
x!(e a −1−αa) ,
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‘morpheme’ and have used the 1-displaced negative hypergeometric distribution for the mathematical modeling for kanji
strokes. They have also modeled the relationship between
kanji strokes and kanji frequency in the form of the equation
y = axb e−cx where a, b and c are paramerters , y is
the frequency corresponding to the stroke number x. Pande
and Dhami [70] have determined the distributions of various parts-of-speech for their occurrence in different parts of
texts and occurrence in various texts. For the distributions,
it has been have determined that: in case of the parts of
speech- ‘noun’, ‘pronoun’, ‘adjective’, ‘adverb’, ‘verb’, ‘to’,
‘determiner’, ‘preposition/conjunction’, ‘model’, Binomial or
Poisson distributions are more suitable and if parts of speech
‘cardinal numbers’, ‘particle’, ‘interjection’, ‘pre determiners’
and ‘existential there’ are considered, distributions shall be
two-poisson or K mixture.
Köhler [23] has cited that “another kind of power law model
frequently investigated in linguistics is the Menzerath-Altmann
law”. Menzerath-Altmann law (MAL) is a law that states the
length of a linguistic component as a function of the length
of the construct which it constitutes. Menzerath’s law on the
(
)
(
)
k+x−2
k+x−3
k x−1
k x−2 word-morpheme level has been specified in the work of Krott
Px = (1−α)
p q
+α
p q
,
x−1
x−2
[71]. As mentioned in Grzybek et al [72], the most general
(47) form of MAL (cf. Altmann [73]:1) is as follows:
, x=1,2,.. . .
“The longer a language construct the shorter its components
The applications of Cohen-Poisson distribution for word (constituents)”.
length have also been pointed out in the works of PawlThey have also mentioned that “In quantitative and synRottmann [63] for East Slavonic and Abbe [64] for Arabic ergetic linguistics, the relations between linguistic units of
Letters and the relevance of extended positive binomial dis- different levels usually are treated in the framework of the
tribution for Czech letters has been established in Uhlı́rová Menzerath-Altmann law”. They further cited that Altmann
[65].
[73] proposed the formula to be the most general form:
Ishida and Ishida [66] have applied the Hyperpascal distriy = Axb e−cx
(49)
bution of the form:
)
(
k+x−1
with two special cases: for c = 0 equation
x
) q x P0
y = Axb
(50)
(48)
Px = (
m+x−1
and for b=0,
x
y = Ae−cx
(51)
x = 0, 1, 2. . . ... where P0−1 = 2 F1 (k, 1; m, q), F (.) is
k+x−1
Here, in above three equations, y corresponds to the conhypergeometric function and Px = m+x−1
qPx−1 , to the data
of Japanese sentence length measured in terms of morphemes stituent’s size (for example syllable length) and ‘x ’ the sizes of
for the whole texts, and for the dialogue and narrative parts the linguistic construct that is examined (for example number
of the texts. The formula for Dacey-Poisson distribution is of of syllable per word or word length in terms of number of
syllables). By applying the relation of the form of equation
the type of equation (39), discussed earlier in this paper.
For Czech language, Uhlirová [67] has tested the ex- (50) and the linear relation, for texts of different genres, for
tended positive binomial distribution for the distribution of sentence length (SL) and word length (WL) of Russian texts
the (n + 1)th word, given the length of nth word form for they (Grzybek et al , [72]) have concluded that “there is only a
the one-syllable (syllable is generally considered as a unit weak relation between the means of WL and SL”. Köhler [23]
of pronunciation voiced without interruption), 2-syllable, 3- has also discussed that the Menzerath-Altmann law (MAL)
syllable and 4-syllable word forms which according to the is characterized by the formula y = AxB eCx for the length
researcher are the four most frequent word classes. Rottmann y of the constituent and the length x of the corresponding
[68] has investigated syllable lengths in Russian, Bulgarian, unit calculated in number of their constituents. In case of
Old Church Slavonic and Slovene and have founded that the Hungarian, the researcher has established the MAL for the
adequate models are: Hyper-Poisson in Old Church Slavonic, syllable length as a function of word length measured in terms
modern Bulgarian and Slovene; and Conway-Maxwell-Poisson of syllables, by using dictionary study.
Grzybek et al [74] cited that Wimmer and Altmann ([75],
or Morse in modern Russian. Tamaoka and Altmann [69]
have worked for the Kanji Strokes in Japanese. They have [76]) have extended the approach of Menzerath-Altmann
dy
considered the Kanji as the smallest unit of meaning, the law by using the differential equation of the form y =
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a0 +
tions:

a1
x

+

a2
x2

+

)

a3
x3 ........
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dx and have given three new equa-

d
y = ae /x
d
y = ax−b e /x



d

y = ax−b ecx e /x

Available at:
h/1757-h.htm

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/1757/1757-

(52)

They (Grzybek et al [74]) have tested the sentence length
word length relation among Altmann-Menzerathian line by
applying the relation of the type of equation (50) for testing
separately the Menzerahian tendency for short sentences, for
long sentences, for minimal frequency and textual heterogeneity. Buk and Rovenchak [59] have tested the syntactic structure
in Ukrainian. For Ukrainian the researchers have determined
the number of clauses for each sentence by the formula:
number of clauses = max(N1 + N2 + N3 + N4 ; NC + 1)
where N1 , according to them represents the number of
‘all verbal forms except an infinitive’; similarly N2 is the
number of ‘participles preceded by a comma’; N3 number of
‘predicative words’; N4 the number of dashes ‘standing for the
missing verb in compound predicates’, and NC represents the
number of ‘conjunctions preceded by a comma’. They have
analyzed the novel by ‘Ivan Franko’ and have determined the
dependence of clause length on the sentence length (measured
in terms of number of clauses) in the form of an equation
of the kind of second equation in (52) above by setting
y = f (x) = clause length in this case.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The function of statistical means to natural language processing has been exceptionally successful. Statistical tactics
employ various mathematical techniques and are frequently
used in large text corpora to make approximate generalized
models of linguistic facts based on concrete examples of
these phenomena provided by the text corpora without adding
major linguistic or world knowledge. The broad availability
of linguistic resources as well as of speech and text corpora
has assisted a vital role in their success. For all learning techniques, these techniques and methods generally rely on data. In
the present paper a study of various models and distributions,
which are applied for the formulation of linguistic components
of different languages, has been presented. These have been
used by researchers at different levels of linguistic elements
for many languages. This presentation shall be helpful in
understanding the treatment of the language from quantitative
point of view and paves the way of further investigations to
determine the pattern of occurrence of various unanswered
components for different languages.
A PPENDIX
E XAMPLE TEXT
The first paragraph of the ebook ‘THE CRUISE OF THE
DOLPHIN’ of author ‘Thomas Bailey Aldrich’
“Every Rivermouth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . of waters.”
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